SOFTWARE PRODUCT DEVELOPER, CONFIGIT

Open positions as Software Product Developers in Configit's office in Atlanta, Georgia

Configit offers third generation configuration solutions to global companies with complex product configuration needs.

For our new team in Atlanta we are seeking Software Product Developers to be part of our SCRUM teams for bringing our standard product Configit Quote for SAP to web and mobile platforms.

You will be part of an international environment in a flat organization with offices in Denmark, UK, and the US. We value individual responsibility in a collaborative and helpful atmosphere, and we focus intensively on writing quality software using state-of-the-art technologies, methodologies, and tooling. Development challenges will include everything from implementing advanced algorithms to developing architecturally extensible and maintainable software.

We expect you to have a strong computer science background with a B.Sc. or higher in Computer Science, Mathematics, Software Engineering, or similar and be able to demonstrate the ability to develop high quality software on the .NET platform using modern web technologies like ASP.NET MVC, JavaScript, JSON, and REST. Alternatively, you have a strong background in C# and WPF.

Your typical Configit colleague has a natural interest in programming and started programming before entering university. He or she is passionate about code quality and has developed applications for fun or has contributed to open source projects.

Application deadline and salary

Running deadline until all positions are filled. We are looking for having all positions filled before 1 September 2012. Salary is negotiable. Positions are permanent. Relocation costs are not covered. Configit and candidates must have a valid passport as some travelling to Copenhagen and/or Warrick, England R&D centers will be required.
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How to Apply:

Applications should include a cover letter relating previous work experience to this position and salary requirements. Applications without a cover letter and salary requirements will NOT be reviewed. Send to: Nathan Regan natreg@um.dk

Desired Skills & Experience

We expect you to have a strong computer science background with a B.Sc. or higher in Computer Science, Mathematics, Software Engineering, or similar and be able to demonstrate the ability to develop high quality software on the .NET platform using modern web technologies like ASP.NET MVC, JavaScript, JSON, and REST. Alternatively, you have a strong background in C# and WPF.

Company Description

Configit is a Copenhagen-based independent software vendor that offers third generation configuration solutions to companies with product configuration needs. The configurators are used for exploring the variance in product development, for sales configurations, and for maintenance, service and overhaul of complex products.

There are two main product lines: Configit Quote for efficient creation of sales quotations by sales staff and Configit Modeler for developing customized configuration solution.

Configit Quote is developed and sold by Configit A/S. Configit is a certified SAP Software Solution Partner and Configit Quote for SAP is a certified quoting application for the SAP platform. Headquartered in Copenhagen and with a branch office in Palo Alto, Configit has in excess of 25,000 users in more than 50 countries. The core technology in the software is based on more than 10 years of research in formal verification and constraint solving.
